A study of the phase and amplitude sensitivity of the recently proposed RCnyi time-frequency information measure leads to the introduction of a new "Jensen-like" divergence measure.
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The probabilistic interpretation of a TFD suggests the Shannon entropy as a natural candidate for a time-frequency information measure. Unfortunately, however, most Cohen's class TFDs take on negative values, prohibiting its application.
Recent research has concentrated on alternative information measures, in particular the class of E n y i entropies [4] parameterized by a > 0 [l, 2, 31. The Shannon entropy belongs to this class, in the limit as a + 1. Unlike the Shannon entropy, however, the RCnyi measures are defined for virtually all Cohen's class TFDs for all integer CY 2 2 [2, 31.
The primary property of the RCnyi entropies studied thus far has been the component counting property: as two identical, overlapping components are separated in the time-frequency plane, the measure Ha(CS) increases by 1 bit (for a odd). As an example of this property [l, 2, 31, consider the H3(W,) information of the signal s ( t ) = g(t)+g(t+T), with g a lowpass Gaussian pulse and W, the Wigner distribution. This information is plotted in Fig. l(a) versus the separation distance T (in units of the RMS time duration of g(t)). (At T = 0, the two pulses coincide and therefore, because of the assumed energy normalization, have the same information content as a solitary pulse.) The time-bandwidth product (TBP) of the signal is also plotted with a dashed line. It is clear from the figure that, unlike the TBP, which grows without bound with T , the information measure saturates exactly one bit above the value H 3 ( W g ) = -0.208.' Similar results hold for three separated copies of g ( t ) (log,3 bits information gain), four copies (2 bits information gain), and so on.
PHASE SENSITIVITY
The results of Fig. l(a) are very appealing, but also incomplete and unrealistic, because no phase differences were introduced between the two signal components. Figure l(b) illustrates a more complete set of curves of the H3(Ws) information for the signal g(t) cos(xt/6)+g(t+T) cos(x(t+T)/6+p). Each curve corresponds to a Merent relative phase angle p between 0 and x rad. It is apparent from the curves that while phase changes do not affect the saturation levels of the information measure, they allow many possible trajectories between the two levels, including even trajectories where an "overestimation" [I] of information content occurs.
The phase sensitivity of the RCnyi information measure stems from cross-terms in the Wigner distribution and can be studied by developing an expansion for H,(W,) with s a simple twecomponent signal. Our signal model is
where g(t) is a Gaussian logon of the form 
with k a scaling factor, it is simple to show that in the limit and order a on the Rhnyi information measure:
Ha(W;) = Ha(Wg) + H L ( p l , p z ) .
As d -+ CO, the third term decays to zero, and we have the asymptotic, "counting" result. Clearly, then, the interesting action takes place for small d.
For small d, the phase difference 'p, through 4, imposes an oscillatory structure on the entropy value. This behavior is clearly evident in Fig. l(b) .
The coefficient E = e-* controlling the amplitude of the third term decays more slowly for larger values of a. 
DISTANCE AND DIVERGENCE MEASURES
The sensitivity of the R h y i entropy to phase and amplitude differences between components could limit its utility as a time-frequency analysis tool. As a better tempered alternative we now propose two time-frequency divergence functions that indicate the distance betwe& different -TFDs. These The analysis leading to Equation (3) did not take into ac-measures could prove useful, for example, as timefrequency count the fact that for each separation and phase the Wigner detection statistics in applications comparing reference and distribution was normalized to unit energy -the energy data distributions. 
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As noted in [a, 31, the Rdnyi entropy can be derived from the same set of axioms as the Shannon entropy, the only difference being the employment of a more general exponential mean rather than arithmetic mean [4] . This realization inspires the modification of (4) from an arithmetic to a g e e metric mean, and we have the following quantity (for two 3Smoothed spectrograms, unless we walk out on Cohen's class.
Since relative phase information is Carried by the terms of the Wigner distribution, smoothing lessens the sensitivity of R h y i information estimates. To demonstrate the 21n fact, we have that lima-m Ha(Ws) = max(,,f) W s ( t , f ) ! smoothed spectrograms C1 and CZ and CY # 1):
CONCLUSIONS
While the Rdnyi entropy has great potential for timefrequency applications, its phase and amplitude sensitivity must be taken into consideration. Our attempts at design- We now demonstrate the usefulness of these new divergences using a simple time-frequency detection experiment (see Figs. 3 and 4) . Our goal is detecting a Gaussian l e gon embedded in additive white Gaussian noise. As a reference TFD, we employ the spectrogram of the logon at high SNR (30dB), computed using the logon itself as the window (matched-filter spectrogram). In the Figures, we compare the distances between this reference TFD and matched-filter spectrograms of the same logon submerged in varying levels of noise (SNR range: -30dB to 30dB). As distance measures, we took 51, Jz, ( a = 3) and the following Kullback divergences 
